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General Notes 

 Please read all instructions thoroughly before starting installing this product. 

 Sofa Sleepers and Bench Seats are shipped without legs or wall mounting brackets already installed on the 

furniture. Installation of these will need to be done by the end user. 

 Some assembly is required but will vary depending on your mounting method. (wall or box mounted) 

WALL MOUNTING 

Legs will require using the included screws to attach to seat and backrest frame.  

 Hardware included: 12 x ¾ #12 Hex Head Screws (self-drilling). Used for mounting legs to furniture through the 

cover as shown. Legs will need to be installed on sofa seat bottom, bench bottom and sofa backrest.  

 Mounting locations shown in diagram are approximate and can vary slightly. The legs are mounted 14” from the 

edges to the center of the leg as shown. 

                 
 Wall mounting will use the provided triangle brackets. These brackets will need to be installed to the seat 

bottom. The steel frame has a threaded insert to accept the thru bolt (provided 3/8”-16” bolt). The end user will 

need to cut the cover to access. Location varies slightly but can be found by running your hand or finger along 

the side edge of the sofa frame. 
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STORAGE BOX MOUNTING 

 Please note that leg installation is NOT necessary if used on our Deep Storage Box. Depending on how your box 

is installed to the floor you may or may not use the Backrest (side fold) legs. You will need to determine if the 

box mounting method is adequate to support (thru bolting the box to the floor is the most durable and secure 

method). 

 If using the Shallow Storage Box or Wall Mounting method, it is HIGHLY recommended to install the Back Fold 

(Seat Bottom) legs to support the front edge of the seat. 

 Leg mounting locations shown in diagram are approximate and can vary slightly. 

 Sofa Sleeper and Benches are mounted using a Tab system instead of the triangle wall mount bracket. The tabs 

are included with each Sofa Box packaging. 

 

 

Box Mounting Construction 

 The bottom cushion will need to be mounted to the Box Tab (shown in the diagram). The steel frame has a 

threaded insert to accept the thru bolt (provided 3/8”-16 bolt) BUT a hole will need to be cut in the cover to 

access. Location varies slightly but can be found by running your hand or finger along the side edge of the sofa 

frame.  
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Installation is now complete.  

**RB Components has a full line folding furniture and accessories** 

- Sofa Sleepers in 58” and 76” lengths 

- Sofa Bench Seats in 58” and 76” lengths 

- Folding platform beds in 64” and 76” lengths 

- Adjustable style pane beds in bamboo and black hex top panels 
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